The proposal deadline date list on the ARC web page was previously listed for February 11, 2020. The correct deadline date is Wednesday, February 19, 2020. The web page will be corrected on Friday, January 31, 2020.

2. Page 1, paragraph 1: At the end of the paragraph, the word “vendor” is changed to vendor(s).

3. Page 1, paragraph 1: Following the addition of “(s)” a new sentence is inserted which reads; “ARC shall remit final payment to all vendor(s) for provided equipment and vendor provided services, only after the Operating Agency has determined that the specifications as described within this document have been met.”

4. Page 10, B. Shipping Expense: The following phrase is deleted: “which cannot be transported within a helicopter to its assigned duty station,“

5. Page 11, E. The entire section is removed. “RFP price per helicopter completion shall be the invoice price per helicopter completion. ARC UASI shall final remit payment for all vendor provided equipment and vendor provided services only after the Operating Agency has determined that the specifications as described within this document have been met through the procedures as described in this Section 16.”

6. A question was raised regarding the need for a high definition camera mount on the DeKalb County helicopter. Upon further investigation today, it was determined that this high definition camera mount is not needed.